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“As to the seeds of our plants, much may be obtained from the gardeners of our own country.” 
  —omas Jefferson, to Dr. Emmett, 1826 (1900:105)

 Humans, and indeed all animals, must get food correct. e success of any knowledge system 

is proportionate to the extent that it is able to transmit its values and reproduce itself across 

generations. By offering an exhaustive, totalized, and mutually intelligible set of explanations about a 

certain practice, a comprehensive knowledge system is more likely to remain viable as an embodied, 

intuitive understanding of the given practice in a subsequent generation. Knowledge systems about 

food, however, govern the very biological viability of the future generations which are meant receive 

them. As such, the stakes are considerably higher. Make an inappropriate assessment about who put 

the evil eye on your son, and you may be socially outcast or punished; make an inappropriate 

assessment about the edibility of a plant and you will die.

 e purpose of every epistemology, given enough intermediate steps, may be linked back to 

some preservative function of the group, even if this functionality cannot explain the epistemology in 

toto. For example, the Western notion of procedural justice, in which jurors and judges arbitrate the 

guilty party in a dispute, maintains an orderly society in which vigilante killing and retribution is 

suppressed. e ultimate bene*t of the mutual belief in the accuracy and efficacy of this system is 

that there are fewer arbitrary killings, and thus the next generation is more likely to live and produce 

another generation. Some scholars now suggest that even that most inscrutable epistemology—

religion—may have an evolutionary logic to it traceable via many intermediate steps (Boyer 2002; 

Sosis and Bressler 2003). With food epistemologies, there are very few or even no intermediate steps. 

e logic and imperative of food knowledge unfold quite plainly. As one of humans’ primary 

material necessities, and probably the most important one, food leaves no room for error. is is so 

true that it presents something of a problem for an anthropologists looking for a comparative 

perspective: there are no failed systems to observe in the *eld, for cultures whose food epistemologies 

fail no longer have any living participants.
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 With the rise of advanced biotechnological techniques for modifying crops at the cellular 

level, the complexity of food knowledge systems has grown exponentially. In the past, food taboos 

and values could be expressed in gross morphological terms: no pigs, for example, or no food 

prepared by menstruating women. Now it is impossible for the average consumer to discriminate 

exactly what craftwork has been performed on foodstuffs at their genetic level. A tomato which has 

been altered using state-of-the-art genetic techniques to resist a certain parasite may look, smell, and 

taste identical to an unmodi*ed1 tomato when it is on the shelf. Moreover, as food production and 

distribution networks grow industrial and more entangled with globalized regimes of neoliberal 

economies, the debate about genetic crops acquires a political layer of contention as well. e 

knowledge which determines how we invent, grow, and consume engineered crops is contingent 

upon a number of other parallel and orthogonal knowledge regimes.

 e legitimacy of genetically-modi*ed crops must be secreted out of a delicate 

epistemological synchronicity between several layers of practitioners. Plant geneticists and 

agronomists must perform laboratory research that relies on the the perceived accuracy of particular 

techniques and the academic cooperation of peers. Some researchers work at universities funded by 

government grants; others work in the research arms of private agribusiness conglomerates. In both 

cases, they rely on a political and economic consensus which approves of and promotes this research. 

Genetically modi*ed crops must then be marketed by their patentholders and endorsed by the 

agricultural arms of government agencies. Farmers must choose to purchase genetically modi*ed 

seeds for their *elds, a decision which incorporates information not only from marketers and 

government workers, but from neighbors, tradition, and hunches as well. Finally, consumers must 

express their willingness to purchase the engineered crops for their families, which, of course, they 

will only do if they are convinced that the food is safe and healthy.
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 At each of these levels, an anthropological gaze can offer insights into how social factors 

impress themselves upon the production of truth-claims about engineered crops. Partly because the 

stakes are so high when it comes to food, the cultural in-uence on epistemology is even more 

profound, and even more convoluted, than elsewhere. Every member of the food production chain 

must be satis*ed with the process and effects of genetically modi*ed crops if those crops are to 

-ourish, and so each must participate in a shared cultural system which recognizes and endorses not 

only the possibility and the safety but also the desirability of modifying food resources in this way. 

By examining the ways in which the social system perpetuates these claims—as well as the places 

where it fails to do so—it is possible to work towards an understanding of how knowledge systems of 

food propagate, contour, and limit the development of plant biotechnology.

*       *       *

 What does it mean for a crop to be genetically modi*ed? e term is often used as if it had a 

discrete de*nition, but it is a problematic concept. Humans have been toying with their crops ever 

since the foundations of modern agriculture in ancient Mesopotamia (Harlan 1992). It is thus not 

entirely incorrect to say that “biotechnology” is one of the most ancient sciences, since agricultural 

societies have been modifying life (bios) in ways that require craftwork (techne) and discursive 

communication (logos) for thousands of years. And, since any customized plant species has by 

de*nition a new or different genetic makeup, this biotechnology has had genetic implications even 

when its immediate domain has been phenotypic. Long before the idea of genes existed, farmers 

already knew how to modify them.

 Old systems of genetic modi*cation typically required a great deal of trial-and-error and a 

long time horizon. e earliest and perhaps most in-uential technique was domestication, in which 

wild grains and plants were selected for their usefulness as harvest crops and cultivated in managed 

*elds. e groundwork of surplus agriculture, and, by consequence, the establishment of complex 

societies, is predicated on the act of domestication. e genetic effects of domestication are dramatic: 
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most of the species we take for granted as ‘natural’ foods today would not exist without human 

intervention. Among the most famous human dependents is modern maize (Zea mays), which 

cannot even distribute its own seeds without the help of farmers. Although there is no consensus on 

exactly what domestication process was used to produce maize, it is known that it *rst appeared 

when Mesoamerican peoples cultivated it out of the wild teosinte grasses found in Central America 

(Vollbrecht and Sigmon 2005). is was not a process of improving farming tools or irrigation 

methods. It was a process of actually tinkering with plant life: Zea mays and its teosinte forbears are 

genetically distinct organisms, so much so that they scientists once assumed they belonged to 

different genera (Wilkes 1966).

 As agriculture became more complex, so too did crop modi*cation methods. In 1694, 

Camerarius speculated on fertilizing plants of one species with the pollen from another, and in 1716 

Cotton Mather wrote about naturally occurring crosses in Amerind plants (Rieseberg and Carney 

1998:600). Eventually scientists learned how to deliberately splice crop strains together, *rst to create 

rudimentary intraspecies varieties such as the many different types of apple, and later to select species 

for particular desirable characteristics such as high yield or parasite resistance.

 In many ways, all genetic research—not just plant engineering—is indebted to the 

discoveries of this hybridizing plant research. After all, the father of genetics, Gregor Mendel, carried 

out his famous early experiments on pea hybrids. By the close of the Second World War, biological 

techniques had progressed far enough to allow experiments with crosses between species that cannot 

mate naturally. From here, crop modi*cation exploded with the rest of the *eld of biotechnology, as 

new discoveries about the chemistry of molecular biology allowed scientists to tamper with species’ 

coding information like never before.

 In January 1983, Marc Van Montagu and Jeff Schell at the University of Ghent and Rob 

Farley at Monsanto Co. developed a method to remove the disease-causing portion of a plant DNA 

strand. Leemans calls this “the launching of plant genetic engineering” (1993:S22). Van Montagu 
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and Schell went on to found Plant Genetics Systems, the *rst company devoted to plant 

biotechnology research. In the 25 years that have passed since then, plant geneticists have performed 

all manner of molecular magic on the plant kingdom, from tomatoes that stay fresh longer (Leemans 

1993:S25) to corn containing bacteria genes that cause the plant to produce its own pesticides (Kaup 

2008).

 Of course, the suggestion that genetic engineering is nothing more than the most recent 

incarnation of an ancient practice which dates back thousands of years is itself a truth-claim caught 

up in the politics of food engineering. In any life-critical subject such as that of food, humans tend 

to be risk-averse, and consequently it is in such subjects that traditional practices are likely to have 

their strongest pull. A traditional practice is one that has proven its ability to sustain life. Even when 

a tradition is cumbersome, it still carries the great advantage of demonstrable effectiveness. Better an 

archaic but guaranteed way of ensuring one’s food supply than a promising but risky innovation that 

will kill you if it fails. As a consequence, partisans of genetic engineering have been quick to con*rm 

that it is no more than the logical next step in an established craft tradition that stretches back 

millennia. is is a deliberate positioning; it mitigates plant engineering’s radical nature and grants it 

status within the teleological narrative of scienti*c progress. Opponents question this historical 

equivalence, and instead establish a delimitation between “classic” methods of cultivation and 

hybridization and genetic engineering. ey draw this line at the point where the domain of 

agronomy became at once extremely small, through the use of cellular biology, and extremely large, 

through the globalization of the farm industry.

 us the historical narrative provided above is one that is fraught with social competition 

over the relationship between traditional and modern methods of agricultural improvement—not to 

mention competition over whether such practices even constitute an “improvement.” It is not 

enough to provide a historical account of plant engineering’s antecedents, for the precise manner in 

which it is related to those antecedents is ultimately not a historical but a political question. 
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Supporters of one position or the other thus cannot make a plea to the factual situation, since the 

facts are always caught within different matrices of value which determine their con*guration. ere 

is no doubt that plants have always been tampered with by humans, or that modern biotechnology is 

the result of earlier work in customizing plants to human needs. ere is also no doubt that 

biotechnology represents a signi*cant technical and economic departure from older improvement 

techniques. e con-ict arises over which of these two facts is foregrounded. Here is a theoretical 

standoff similar to the one encountered by Latour and Woolgar in Laboratory Life. “We do not wish 

to say that facts do not exist nor that there is no such thing as reality,” those authors note (1986:180).  

Yet that the same time, those those facts “cannot jump out of the very network of social practice 

which makes possible [their] existence” (1986:183).

 ere is, additionally, a re-exive social effect in assessments about plant biotechnology’s 

relationship with traditional agricultural techniques. Boosters of plant genetics are often scientists, 

agricultural technicians, or businessmen who are predisposed to accept a generally positivist view of 

scienti*c knowledge and a utilitarian-quantitative analysis of social progress. e concept of a 

marginal improvement in plant science which offers bene*ts of scale and efficiency *ts comfortably 

within their existing schema of endorsable ideas. Critics often have a broader skepticism of the 

neoliberal economic order, and are thus predisposed towards a more pessimistic view of incremental 

rational progress. ey are more likely to focus attention on the risks and disruptions that such 

innovations have on communities and ecological systems, and to exhibit considerable skepticism 

towards the ability of statistical analysis to measure social value.

 e very choice of words used to describe plant biotechnology, then, is a normative decision. 

Gepts suggests that the terms “genetically engineered” or “transgenic” be used in order to distinguish 

modern crop products from those produced by traditional practices, since the term “genetically 

modi*ed organism” makes the invalid implication that “before GE [genetic engineering] there were 

no genetic modi*cations” (2002:1780). Rifkin (1983) uses the term “algeny” to describe a new 
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“biotechnical age.” Kloppenburg offers a linguistic metaphor in which older techniques “rearranged a 

given genetic vocabulary” whereas modern engineering allows scientists to “create new words or 

novel syntactical structures” (1988:2). Brooks (2005) attempts to contextualize the biotechnology 

“revolution” with the language of the midcentury “Green Revolution,” emphasizing biotechnology’s 

continuities and modi*cations of the earlier agricultural changes. Pechlaner and Otero (2008) situate 

biotechnology amidst a “third food regime” that includes its interrelationships with political, 

economic, and social systems that share and mimic biotechnology’s assumptions.

 Whatever exact title modern agronomic research takes, it should not be forgotten that plant 

geneticists working in the lab are not inert, agencyless technicians. Subsuming all of plant 

biotechnology under a single term is a brutal totalizing technique and far too reductive; it suggests 

that the scientists are merely operatives of a vast impersonal scienti*c mechanism which will uncover 

useful new agricultural technologies regardless of the particular actors involved. is is not the case; 

geneticists, like all scientists and indeed all people, are social actors whose work is contingent upon 

and modi*ed by a slew of interpersonal factors. ese range from functional determinants of 

funding and organization to the microecologies of laboratory work and the macrosystems of 

scienti*c legitimacy. To understand the epistemological complex at work in contemporary 

biotechnology, it is necessary to begin here, where new plant fabrications are dreamed up and 

produced out of the the latter-day incantations of scientists.

 ere has been little work done in speci*c ethnographic observation of plant laboratories, 

but the writings of Latour and Woolgar (1986) and Rabinow (1996) on medical laboratories 

provides a good enough simulacrum. What these studies present is a complex craft practice called 

“science” which is principally occupied with creating order out of disorder according to its own 

standards for doing so. By documenting the way in which this craft process is intimately linked to 

the sociological conditions of its existence, it is possible to map the infringement of contingent 

variables into the “pure” realm of research and discovery.
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 Latour and Woolgar call the *eld of activities involved in this craftwork “the microprocessing 

of facts.” ey suggest that the everyday components of scienti*c life—elements such as what 

professor a graduate students happens to train under or even what two researchers happen to share a 

bench with each other—are not incidental consequences of scienti*c work but the very generators of 

“science” itself. In one illustrative example, they record the discussion of two researchers discussing a 

new *nding which appeared to them to be counterintuitive. In determining the *nding’s accuracy, 

they relied heavily on the immediate situation of their lab and its participants, and also found 

themselves animated by the thrill of possible acclaim. “eir logic was not that of intellectual 

deduction,” Latour and Woolgar say. “Rather, it was the craft practice of a group of discussants 

attempting to eliminate as many alternatives as they could envisage” (1986:166).

 Rabinow’s ethnography of Cetus Corporation, a biotechnology corporation where the 

important polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was developed, is an even closer approximation to what 

one might expect to *nd in a modern agronomy lab. ese researchers worked for a private company 

under pressure to turn out a marketable product, but still maintained a porous boundary with their 

university colleagues and attempted to keep their research autonomous. rough personal interviews 

and narrative, Rabinow details the “invention” of PCR through a complicated web of contested 

authorship, breakthroughs, stalls, and, at some points, high personal drama. By conjoining the 

“larger forces at play” with the everyday execution of scienti*c practice, Rabinow problematizes “who 

has the authority—and responsibility—to represent experience and knowledge” (1996:17). 

 Latour and Woolgar make a bold statement by invoking Heidegger’s maxim “Gedanke ist 

Handwerk”— “thinking is craftwork”—to suggest that work of scientists is fundamentally equivalent 

to the practiced, embodied work of artisans (1986:171). is is a plucky challenge to the Cartesian 

assertion that science occupies a privileged, extrasocial position with exclusive access to a reservoir of 

universal fact. It was controversial when *rst published and remains a fairly daring attack on science’s 

assumptions even today. In the agricultural laboratory, this revelation should come as less as a shock. 
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e very vocabulary of the farm hints at it. e word “till” comes from the Old English “tilian,” 

meaning to strive, acquire, labor, and work. “Culture,” traditionally the province of the higher arts 

and sciences, stems out of the Latin cultura, meaning the care and attention bestowed on plants. A 

remnant of this former connection remains in our language today, where the word “cultivate” means 

both to farm and to nourish the intellect. Agriculture, then, alloyed scienti*c knowledge and 

everyday handiwork long before the Enlightenment wedged them apart and Latour and others 

pieced them back together again.

 In the agronomy lab, science is never far away from farming; the two meanings of cultivation 

become coincident. Much of this has to do with the way research on genetically engineered crops is 

organized and funded. Since 1862, when the United States government simultaneously established 

the Department of Agriculture and passed the Morrill Act, which created the land-grant universities, 

public involvement in American agriculture research has been the norm. It was in the plant biology 

departments of land grant colleges and research laboratories of the USDA that the *rst major 

programs of hybridization and seed improvement were carried out. By 1897, the government was 

issuing over 1.1 billion seed packets to farmers yearly (Kloppenburg 1988:64). In 1899, H. J. 

Webber of the USDA, Liberty Hyde Bailey of Cornell, and W. M. Hays of the American Association 

of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations—three scions of the American public crop research 

complex—presented papers to the Royal Horticultural Society’s seminal International Conference on 

Hybridisation and the Cross-Breeding of Varieties (Kloppenburg 1988:68). e 1930s, with the 

advent of the New Deal and programs such as the Agricultural Adjustment Act, saw the efflorescence 

of public research in agronomy. One of Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace’s *rst orders was 

the creation of a Secretary’s Committee on Genetics in 1933 (Kloppenburg 1988:87). Ever since, the 

staggering biological advances in crop technology through the twentieth century have largely been 

developed in public laboratories.
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 If a plant bioengineer in the United States does not work for a land-grant college or the 

USDA, however, they almost certainly work for a private agribusiness corporation. e rise of 

agribusiness’s biotechnology operations closely parallels the larger trends in biotechnology described 

by Rabinow. Monsanto Corporation, one of the most famous, was founded in 1901 to produce 

saccharine. By 1981, it had established a biotechnology group, and in 1982 their researchers became 

the *rst to genetically modify a plant cell with bioengineering techniques (Monsanto 2008). 

rough the 1980s, the in-ux of capital into private biotechnology *rms “eroded the ties that bind 

scientists to the university” and convinced public researchers to “leave their well-funded labs and 

tenured positions in order to submit themselves to corporate discipline” (Kloppenburg 1988:195). A 

tight amalgam has resulted between the applied work of public institution and their private 

counterparts as they compete and share scienti*c capital and scienti*c labor. Modern plant 

biotechnology is in an “institutional -ux in which the responsibilities of industry, state, and 

university research … are being redrawn” (Kloppenburg 1988:235).

 Because of this setup, very little “pure” research is undertaken in plant engineering. Such 

research is always just a step away from its immediate practical application in (quite literally) the 

*eld. Scientists at land-grant universities work closely with cooperative extension programs to apply 

their work to farms. e USDA is a bureaucratic organization, and so its researchers must 

continuously justify their work to government assessors and administrators who have little interest in 

research which cannot justify its costs. And, of course, researchers at private corporations are under 

the constant assignment to turn out pro*table discoveries. Oftentimes these three groups are working 

with each other in a nexus characterized by the exchange of patent rights, research funding, and both 

private and public funds.

 When we speak of the particular ethnographic situation of plant geneticists, then, we are 

speaking of a group of scientists who have chosen a line of research which is more saturated with 

money and less uptight about academic formalism than older sub*elds of biology and chemistry.  In 
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the absence of any immediate ethnographic *eldwork on the work of plant geneticists, one way of 

understanding their ways of thinking is to read the things that they write to each other. Latour and 

Woolgar isolate this process of “inscription” as one of the axiomatic knowledge processes of scienti*c 

work. When subjected to this mode of analysis, a work such as Jan Leemans’s 1993 article “Ti to 

Tomato, Tomato to Market,” previously cited in this essay as a *rst-order statement about the state of 

genetic research, transforms into a second-order object that documents how the community of plant 

geneticists communicate. e article appeared in the journal Bio/Technology, now an imprint of 

Nature. e differences between Nature and Bio/Technology, however, are striking. Leemans’s article 

was part of a cheerleading special section entitled “Celebrating a Decade of Excellence.” A color 

advertisement for Dynabeads® M-280, breathlessly telling the reader that “you set the limits!” runs 

inline with the article on one page. Another page carries an advertisement for Bioreba AG’s Plant 

Disease Diagnostics. Leemans himself was an employee of Plant Genetics Systems at the time, and 

the journal’s scienti*c advisory board included employees of Monsanto, SmithKline Beecham, 

Takeda, Amoco, and other large corporations. e journal has peer-reviewed research articles, 

continuous page numbering, and other hallmarks of traditional academic journals. Otherwise, 

however, it is published in the fashion of a trade magazine, once again recalling the imbrication of 

academic and craftwork practices so prevalent in this *eld.

 Even the editor’s foreword reveals a great deal about how genetic engineers talk to each other. 

Claiming that biotechnology is not a product in itself but an applied technique for making drugs, 

crops, and other products, Douglas K. McCormick says that the journal has struggled to “keep Bio/

Technology focused on the tools of process and product development.” He lays out the utilitarian 

nature of such research, noting “if you’re in business making a product, you damn well better focus 

on the customer: industries are de*ned by their customers … not by the tools used in R&D” (1993).

 e science of biotechnology occupies an epistemological place that requires a certain 

political, economic, and collaborative con*guration. Without the political conviction that 
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agricultural improvement projects are worth undertaking, the land-grant complex would not exist. 

Without a neoliberal economy that places material rewards on demonstrable products of scale, 

efficiency, and salability, agribusinesses would not invest in biotechnology research. Perhaps most 

importantly, without the macrosystematic belief system that privileges rational scienti*c knowledge 

and allows scientists to collaborate, none of the scienti*c work would proceed at all.

 A similar consensus is necessary to promote, market, and distribute genetically engineered 

crops to farmers. e object of these programs is to convince farmers to purchase the genetically 

engineered crops, which are typically more expensive than traditional seed stocks. Such programs are 

inherently based around operations which control and delimit the -ow of information. More 

importantly, they coat “objective” information in a husk of value implication, namely, that 

genetically engineered crops are safe, effective, and helpful to farmers. By distributing this value 

implication thinly throughout an apparently instrumental communication of “facts,” the value is 

occulted and thus rendered doubly potent. e aim is to provide a closed system in which farmers 

are expected to make decisions about seed purchases which appear critical and informed but which 

are in fact saturated with the prebuilt assumptions of the seed patentholder. e most powerful 

knowledge systems are the ones which appear transparent and intuitive to their practitioners, and so 

purveyors of genetically engineered crops hope that their analytical tables and cost-bene*t charts will 

appear just as intuitive and veritable for farmers as the poison oracle does to the Azande (Evans-

Pritchard 1976).

 e main vector used to convince farmers to purchase genetically engineered crops is through 

the direct advertising and marketing of the companies who sell the seeds. ese advertisements come 

in several classes, ranging from mass-market spots on television and in newspapers to farmer 

outreach programs in the form of pamphlets and bene*t assessment tools. ese marketing 

campaigns provide rich ethnographic fodder, for they reveal not only what the agribusinesses want 

people to know, but also what they do not want them to know. Moreover, since advertising is so 
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expensive, it is not a job which the companies take lightly. Every detail of these advertisements, from 

the clothing worn by actors to the color pallets of the cinematography, is carefully selected to 

produce a desired effect on the viewer. In many ways, advertising is the iconic ethnographic artifact 

of the neoliberal economy that enables the genetic engineering complex.

 One advertisement for Monsanto’s DEKALB line of genetically modi*ed seeds in India opens 

with a group of older male farmers sitting beneath a tree, chatting and taking a break from work. 

ey notice a team of oxen carrying a cart across the *eld in the distance. With a puzzled look, they 

notice that two mechanical men are sitting on the back of the cart. A small girl peeks from behind 

the dress of a woman hand-winnowing grain as the robots walk into a “DEKALB TEST FIELD.” ey 

pick up handfuls of dirt, examine it, and then begin to plow the *eld—with an ox team. One pushes 

a button on his chest, and a packet of DEKALB seeds emerges. A close-up of the seed is shown 

silhouetted against the sky, and one robot presses the single seed into the ground with a *nger. A 

single plant grows, and the scene cuts to a vast *eld of healthy corn tended by the robots. e 

farmers look on with amazement as one of the robots presents a perfect ear of corn to the young girl 

as she emerges from behind her mother’s dress. e entire group—farmers, mother, child, and robots

—poses before large piles of harvested corn, and the DEKALB logo appears (inkpot 2007).

 Another advertisement, this one for the Brazilian market, is scored to Louis Armstrong’s 

“What A Wonderful World.” It cuts between a collage of pleasant images: children playing, a group 

of youngsters on a dock, a brother lifting his sister to pick some fruit, a pregnant woman looking out 

of a window through diaphanous curtains, and a young boy giving a thumbs-up in the middle of a 

vast *eld with a combine harvester drifting lazily across the horizon. e voiceover narrates 

(captioned in English): “Imagine a world which preserves nature: the air, the water. Where we could 

produce more with fewer chemicals, without deforestation. at’s a transgenic world” (Monsanto 

2003).
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 In both of these advertisements, the genetically engineered crop is made to seem perfectly 

harmonized with the idea of progressive agricultural innovation. In doing so, Monsanto subtly 

attempts to connect the crop innovations with a near-messianic potentiality, suggesting that genetic 

engineering will initiate the ful*llment of utopian pastoral-agricultural ideals. Importantly, both rely 

heavily on images of tradition, comfort, and familial-communal cohesion. In the Indian spot, the 

robots allow the older farmers to continue relaxing under the tree, employ an ox-driven plow to sow 

the genetically engineered seeds, and give the *rst ear of new corn to the young girl. In the Brazilian 

spot, children in *elds leading a carefree existence are turned into the spokespeople of genetic 

engineering; the only indication of labor is the combine harvester in the distance. e classical 

theory that peasant life represents a Gemeinschaft association and that modern technology represents 

a Gesellschaft one has fallen out of academic favor. However, the semiotic texture of these 

advertisements is carefully selected to produce a Gesellschaft-Gemeinschaft alloy in which highly 

advanced biotechnology (in the form of the company’s products) and traditional patterns of 

community togetherness are revealed to be coincident. Agricultural myths have always had a utopian 

dimension and a conservative dimension. Advertisements such as these take these two raw 

mythological stocks and employ them in the service of a program which manifests itself as bene*cent 

and humane but which, at its root, is contoured primarily by a corporate pro*t motive.

 e website for the DEKALB line takes a more “factual” approach, full of detailed graphs, 

tables, and statistics which are aimed at proving that the genetically engineered crops are a valuable 

economic investment for farmers. Each component of this is carefully articulated in  ey offer a 

service called Growing Knowledge® which is framed as a service to farmers that provides “timely, 

useful, and localized agronomic information” and “valuable knowledge that can help boost your 

productivity” (Asgrow-DEKALB 2008). ey offer a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet called a “Biotech 

Yield Endorsement Calculator” which farmers can download to their computer. Under a graphic 

which invites the farmer to “calculate the value of switching,” the user inputs the number of acres to 
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be planted with genetically engineered seeds, the planting population, and the corn market per 

bushel. With the default settings, the calculator determines that a farmer will save $123.15 per bag 

converted.

 It is a perfect example of what Strathern (2000) calls “audit culture:” the reduction of 

knowable value to a set of exact numbers. e yield endorsement calculator does not include inputs 

for ecological effects, coöperation with neighbors, or even the farmer’s own preferences, as these are 

not quanti*able entities. Instead, it totalizes the decision-making process neatly within its precise 

sums. It creates the illusion that a farmer can determine exactly whether genetically modi*ed corn is 

a good crop to grow based on four numerical inputs. e *nal calculated price of $123.15 is 

displayed next to a large boldfaced headline reading “TOTAL POTENTIAL VALUE.” In this 

epistemology, $123.15 does, in fact, represent the “total value”—the analytical process is designed by 

DEKALB to exclude any scalar which cannot be incorporated into that tidy *gure.

 A second important vector in encouraging farmers to use genetically engineered crops is the 

information distributed by government and academic agricultural programs. ese vary from 

country to country, but their structure and aims are generally similar. In the United States, the same 

complex of land-grant universities and USDA agencies described above in the production of genetic 

engineering research also operates outreach programs to help farmers make planting decisions. In 

other countries, the structure is more coercive, with governments dictating agricultural practices to 

farmers with the intention of boosting national agricultural output. Either way, these public-sector 

programs can be even more insidious than private marketing since they take on the appearance of 

objective analysis and thus occult the inner logic of the genetic engineering complex. Because public 

programs have no apparent pro*t motive, they can claim even more “objectivity” than the analytic 

tools offered by the agribusinesses.

 A good example of this sort of information-shaping practiced by public programs is found in 

Penn State University’s online Bt Evaluation Tool, used to determine the pro*tability of purchasing 
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genetically modi*ed corn like that produced by DEKALB. In this interactive online map, users can 

select their location in the United States, the maturity class of their crop, and the planting period 

they intend to use. From these data, along with a number of modi*able variables like the prevailing 

market price for corn, the tool will calculate the average net “bene*t” of using genetically modi*ed 

crops along with the number of years in which a positive net bene*t will be shown (2007). e end 

result is similar to that of the commercial assessment tool: an encapsulation of the entire presumed 

universe of contingency variables into a single numerical display. e implication is clear—if the 

economic bene*t is positive, use the genetically engineered corn; if not, don’t.

 Of course, marketers and agriscientists do not make up the entire universe of resources on 

which farmers can draw to make planting decisions. How, exactly, do farmers apprehend the 

information coming from agribusinesses and administrators and reconcile it with information that 

they already have, or information that they receive from other sources? Once again, it is important to 

remember that farming knowledge is fundamentally a practiced knowledge. e competing claims 

about genetically engineered crops must ultimately be converted into a lived experience—not only 

embodied also emplanted.

 Kaup, drawing on DuPuis’s (2002) concept of “re-exive consumption,” argues that farmers 

“are ‘re-exive’ actors who actively negotiate between ‘expert’ and ‘local’ knowledges” when making 

decisions about genetically engineered Bt corn (2008:63). Using farmers’ self-reported answers about 

their knowledge in-uences, Kaup offers several models to explain the choice to use Bt corn. 

Ultimately he *nds that it is local knowledge, refracted through the language of expert knowledge, 

that has the most determinate impact. Farmers’ own experiences with Bt corn, the experience of their 

neighbors, and their own analysis of the regional prevalence of corn parasites, rather than tables 

provided by researchers, were most likely to encourage them to use the genetically engineered seeds. 

Farmers thus act as “critical human agents in an era of re-exive modernity and con-icting truths;” 
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they synthesize together orthogonal sources of knowledge into a practicable epistemological reality 

(Kaup 2008:78).

 e triangulation of farmers between competing knowledge kingdoms has been 

demonstrated in other studies. Ford and Babb (1989) found similar results in a study on farmer’s 

knowledge sources relating to practices beyond just genetically engineered crops; in their study, farm 

magazines and fellow farmers consistently outpaced academic extension programs as a usable source 

of knowledge in decision-making. Pennings et al. (2008) examined farmer’s complex tree of decisions 

in making risk-assessment analyses and found that a densely-textured web of professional and lay 

resources were employed be farmers, oftentimes with less than optimal conclusions. ey suggest 

that what most farmers use is “a ‘routine’ or heuristic approach” to bracketing and analyzing risk 

decisions (2008:33).

 us the attempts of marketers and public agencies to control the universe of knowledge 

sources in farmer decisions is effective only up to a certain point. ey control the language and 

syntax along which genetically engineered crops are assessed for farm purchase with a fair deal of 

accuracy. However, they hold little purchase over the idiosyncratic ways in which that structure is 

activated in practice by farmers, and cannot exercise Panoptic power over the everyday knowledge at 

play in the *eld. A rough analogy may be drawn to the “peripheral participation” *rst articulated by 

Lave and Wenger (1991) and employed by Herzfeld (2004) to describe the apprenticeship system in 

Crete. Like the relationship of an apprentice to a master, the relationship of a farmer to a corporate 

or academic agronomist is one in which expert knowledge is acquired through unofficial channels, 

not so much “stolen” (as in Crete) but rather personally appropriated and recon*gured to suit the 

local needs of the farmer’s practice.

 Once a farmer has chosen to use genetically engineered crop and cultivated it through to 

harvest, he or she must then *nd a consumer for it. Here the genetic engineering complex meets its 

*nal and most difficult epistemological negotiation: it must convince food consumers that 
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genetically engineered foods are safe and healthy items to purchase. An increasingly vocal movement 

has -agged genetic engineering as a dangerous case of scienti*c meddling in the most basic materials 

of life. Activists and writers note that genetic engineering introduces unknown risks into the 

foundational level of the food system, and thus threatens the health not only of those who eat 

genetically engineered crops but also those who choose to avoid them. Furthermore, the intimate 

relationship of the genetic engineering complex with globalized neoliberal economies indicates for 

these critics that it is a scienti*c technique which reinforces existing hegemonic structures at the 

expense of social equality and ecological stewardship.

 e choice transactions that people make about food are highly individualized. Ultimately 

consumers in a supermarket must decide whether they wish to select a genetically modi*ed crop, or, 

with one extra degree of separation, they must choose whether to eat at a restaurant or cafeteria 

which uses genetically modi*ed foods. is is a selection process which is fairly unstructured. One 

consumer may like the look of a genetically modi*ed tomato, and purchase it despite a stated 

preference for “organic” produce. Another may use the price of a crop, a variable heavily in-uenced 

by but not determined by genetic engineering practices, as their guiding criterion. Many others make 

purchasing decisions without even knowing which food is genetically modi*ed and which is not. 

However “messy” and inscrutable these individual practices may be, they take place within the 

context of a public debate over the value of genetically modi*ed crops which contours the knowledge 

sources consumers draw upon when making purchasing decisions.

 One axis of the debate over genetically modi*ed foodstuffs questions the nature of how food 

ought to be produced in a spectrum between scienti*c and artisanal knowledge. As discussed above, 

agriculture has always been an alloy between handcraft and scienti*c regimes of production. 

However, as agriculture becomes more enmeshed in the hegemony of global trade and pro*t 

schemes, its scienti*c methods are increasingly seen to stand in a metonymic relationship with such 

schemes. And, while consumers are more or less comfortable with international capitalism operating 
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their credit cards or their -ight bookings, they tend to become concerned when they imagine it 

entering their very bodies through food. us genetically modi*ed crops—along with all other 

overly-scienti*c farming practices—become representatives of a battle between local, embodied 

practice and globalized, technocratic rationalism. Gupta places genetic engineering in league with 

government agricultural programs and international treaties like GATT in a populist dialogue where 

“development itself is increasingly being questioned as a desirable goal” (1998:36).

 Heller (2007) uses the terms “techne” and “technoscience” to represent these two poles in the 

French debate over genetically engineered crops. ese poles represent idea-groups which are 

patterned around and activated by certain conjunctions of political and social conditions. However, 

they are not merely sociological categories; rather, they are evaluative methods for determining food 

quality. On the one hand, the Confédération Paysanne (CP), a union of marginalized smallholding 

farmers, began to make the argument during the 1990s that produce from non-industrialized farms 

was not only of superior quality, but also in better harmony with the ideals of French culture. 

Members of the CP thus “established themselves as a symbol of artisanal technes of production” and 

associated themselves with an idea of farming and food practices that is based around a sense of 

cultural craftwork (Heller 2007:604). On the other hand is the industrialized farm complex which 

relies on “technoscience” as its central production value. José Bové, a CP spokesperson, has 

popularized the term la malbouffe—“bad quality food”—to refer to food created by technoscience 

(Heller 2007:612). At one level, this is an attack leveled at the genetically engineered food itself, a 

claim that it is simply not as good as food which has been produced artisanally. Indian farmers 

understand that a plant’s environment passes on properties to the plant, and a plant passes on 

properties to a consumer, so that “inputs that had ill effects on the health of the soil … also adversely 

in-uenced the health of humans” (Gupta 1998:279). Similarly, the CP tries to convince French 

consumers that genetically modi*ed crops lack the natural nourishment of unengineered crops.
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 At another level, however, the alarm over genetically modi*ed crops represents a metacritical 

nostalgia for artisanal methods themselves rather than an implication of the superiority of food 

produced by them. e quality touted by the CP is not so much the vitamins or amino acids of a 

crop as it is the Frenchness of a crop. e Slow Food movement, which originated in Italy as a revolt 

against globalized fast food chains, includes a suspicion of genetically engineered crops as part of a 

food program which is as much about politics and local identity as it is about the inherent health 

value of foods. “Widespread fears of environmental contamination through the uncontrolled 

introduction of genetically modi*ed foods and crops mirror other fears of cultural contamination as 

national boundaries disappear,” and thus opponents of genetically modi*ed corn bind knowledge 

about a food to knowledge about a food complex which includes dimensions beyond the materiality of 

the seed and crop (Leitch 2003:458). It is an attempt to “articulate and recon*gure a set of cultural 

concerns about the survival of technes of agricultural production” (Heller 2007:612).

 Criticism of genetically modi*ed crops thus cannot be delaminated from a broader 

assessment of modern progress which is skeptical of technobureaucratic standardization. While 

documenting an “alternative logic of technological change,” Lighthall and Roberts state that “the 

current genre of capitalist development is incapable of broadening social welfare for a burgeoning 

global population or sustaining the ecological foundation upon which future social welfare will 

depend” (1995:321). at is not to say that technology in-and-of-itself is dangerous, but rather that 

a messianic faith in technology’s utopian promises (like the ones so compellingly offered in the 

Monsanto advertisements) is inferior to a critical value-discrimination of new techniques. “e real 

issue,” remark Lighthall and Roberts, “is not between technological progress and stagnation, it is over 

what kind of values, principles, and end goals will be used to restructure the institutional framework 

for technological development” (1995:321). 

 Members of the scienti*c community involved in developing genetically engineered crops, 

along with the seed manufacturers and government agents who work with them, are quick to label 
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criticism as misinformation. Typically they frame it as duplicitous fearmongering or regressive 

Luddism. Oftentimes they dismiss critics as having an inadequate knowledge of the scienti*c facts, 

and so the debate gets transacted in the language of the legitimacy of topical knowledge. Leemans 

complains that “non-actual presentation of issues leads to public skepticism and threatens science-

based regulations.” He cautions that “the public must receive adequate information” about genetic 

engineering (1993:S26). In this way genetic engineering’s supporters attempt to undercut their critics 

by attacking their epistemological framework. 

 At the same time as they are making cold statistical claims about the legitimacy of their 

research, the supporters of genetically modi*ed crops also make an inherently moral claim about the 

value of their crops, and thus suggest that consumers who refuse to purchase them are guilty of an 

abuse of privilege. Recall the narration from the Brazilian Monsanto advertisement—“we could 

produce more with fewer chemicals, without deforestation.” Words like these attempt to link genetic 

engineering to noble causes like feeding the world’s poor and undertaking rural improvement 

projects. It seeks to chain genetic engineering to a positive value system of science (that of medicines 

and water *lters and progress) in almost exactly that same way that critics seek to chain it to a 

negative one. us the supporters of genetic engineering paint criticism as “the elite concerns of 

European consumers and Western environmental groups who would deny hungry populations in 

developing countries the bene*ts of GM [genetically modi*ed] products” (Brooks 2005:367).

*       *       *

 e consumer-level battle over the consumption of genetically modi*ed crops thus loops 

around to the original question of the efficacy of science, creating an epistemological Ouroboros and 

revealing each step in the chain of food knowledge systems as interleaved and interdependent. In 

order for genetically modi*ed food to reach the table, it must traverse through several different layers 

of knowledge production. Scientists in the laboratory must pursue new discoveries and applications. 

Government programs and private marketers must distribute these discoveries to farmers, and 
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farmers must draw on competing sets of information in order to choose whether to purchase 

genetically engineered seeds. Consumers must decide whether they wish to put genetically modi*ed 

crops into their bodies and to participate in the particular economic transaction represented by the 

agribusiness complex. ese different layers, however, cannot be explained simply on the terms of 

their “sideways” referents—that is, on the terms of one level alone. Instead, they must be explained 

“up and down” as well, with each layer interacting with and impinging on the layers above and below 

it. 

 In this paper, I have tried suggest that food epistemologies operate in a particularly high-

stakes environment since they involve decisions about the basic sustenance of life itself. It thus must 

negotiate both the immediate questions of whether a genetically engineered food is healthy and 

viable as well as supersigni*cant questions of genetically engineered food’s location within a network 

of neoliberal and local value systems. With that in mind, it is worth questioning how exactly food 

knowledge may change as simultaneous advances in understanding the human body and 

understanding globalized make themselves felt in upcoming decades. Will genetically engineered 

humans be more likely to accept genetically engineered foods? As morphological differences between 

cultures erode, will genetically engineered crops become elements of a new transnational culture 

system? ese and other questions will no doubt come to the forefront of our debate over what we 

know about what we grow in the twenty-*rst century. 
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